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To copy otharwiser or to republish, requiras a fee and/or specific permission. Since the input domain is not P x C, the path splitting process will necessitate considering both p(.P, C) and~(.P, C) as weighted sums.
To fa- Later, we will set the number of bits that comprise a round to optimize the lower bound, subject to constraints that arise on /3. The strategy of the lower bound adversary consists of the following steps for each round:
1.
2.
3.
4,
Select @ bits to be sent during the round such that these bits correspond to a subset of the candidate inputs that retains relatively high set density and quality.
(P, C) + some (P'~P, C'~C) such that 7( P', C')~(1 -2-~)7(P, C), p(P') > 2-3~p(F') and p(C') z 2-3~p(C), where (P', C') is consistent with the bits chosen.
Partition the path into the subpath that will become the restricted path and the complement of the subpath. While less than 1/2 of the paths have high quality on both sides, iteratively and selectively restrict the path length to increase average quality.
The density of paths having high quality on one side is too low to apply the densityincreasing reduction to either side. We repeatedly increase 7(P, C) by restricting the path set to members with high quality on the side of the low density set. Eventually, the average quality will be high enough to guarantee that many paths will have high quality on both sides.
one of the sets is small; either IPLI <~lP[ or 1%1~?l~l, SayIPLI. Restrict the input to high quality paths.~{ pcp:~h(p,c)(
Let I' = (1+~)yL(P, C) denote the high minimum per-path left quality achieved in this step. We will call the left subpaths stems and the right subpaths extensions.
We say a stem has many extensions if the stem is a left subpath of many paths in P. Eventually, we will restrict the set of paths to a subset of the stems, Eliminate paths whose stem is not the stem of many paths.
This step refines the input set for condition 1 of Lemma 4, enabling Step 4d.
P+ {p= (z; y)E P:6(Z)2?A}.
Denote the set of stems by x%{zex: 3p=(z; y)e P}.
Clean-up and restrict input sets.
D -'D' c 9, where D' is a new domain setofn'=n -A vertices so that the following may be found:
(P, C) 4-some (P'~P$, C'~Cn,) over domain 2S such that q /J'(P') = pl/lPjl 2 lxq/(mlxl),
+!L;n*n'.
Partition the path and, for each side of the partition, form the subsets of high-quality paths.
That is, execute Steps 2 and 3; repeat
Step 4, if necessary. Lemmas for Structured, Non-
Cross Product Inputs
the analysis of the lower bound strategy we need to quantify the effects of each step on ;(P), P(C), and -y(P, C). We would like to consider P and C in isolation, but to do so we would need to assume that the input is a cross-product of the two sets. However, even though our input is not a cross product, for our purposes the input behaves as if it were, according to the following results from The Lower Bound we now bound the changes in N(P), P(C), 7(P, C), and / for the steps of the lower bound strategy. In what follows, we give full details for each step of the strategy for an Q(log2 n/ log log n) lower bound.
We also sketch the modifications that give the f2(log2 n) bound.
The following lemma describes how in Step 1 the lower bound strategy limits the loss in set density and quality due to the communication.
Lemma 5 Suppose that, at the beginning of
Step 1, the path player has some input from P and the color player has some input from C, such that P(P)~23@n-1/100, p(C) > 23~-nl'100, and T(P, C) > 1/2. Let the path and the cut player together send at most @ > 1 bits in the round.
Then, there exist P'~P and C'~C consistent with the communication such that p(P') z 2-3@p(P), p(C') z 2-3~p(C), and v(P', C') z (1 -
2+)7(P, c).
Proof Let a be the fraction of path-coloring pairs (p, c) that are in classes (P', C') such that -y(P', C')~(1 -2-@)7(P, C). a is smallest when those classes with quality at least (1 -2-~)-y(P, C) actually have perfect quality and the remaining 1 -a fraction all have quality just less than (1 -2-~)7(P, C). From this, 7(P, C) < a +(1 -a)(l -2-g)7(P, C), which implies 7(P, C)/2@ s a. Since this fraction is non-zero, there exists some class (P', C') such that 7( P',C')~(1 -2-@)7(P, C).
We show that one of these classes (P', C') is large enough by partitioning a into an a. fraction of pairs in classes (P', C') with p(P')p(C') < 2-3~p(P)p(C) and anal fraction of pairs in classes (P', C') with p(P')p(C') z 2-3@p(P)p(C). It suffices to show that al is nonzero, and we do so by showing as < 7(P, C)/2@.
Consider some class (P', C') with p(P')p(C')2 -39P(P)N(C). If p(P') z n-l/lOO and p(C') z 2-J"O0 , we can apply Lemma 1 to show that q(P', c')/q(P, c) < Ap(P')p(c')/(p( P)p(c)), where A < 1 + en-l/lO, for some constant c. Thus the contribution of any such class to a, cannot be more than a 2-3@A fraction of all pairs in @(P, C).
If p(P') < n-lllm then we can apply Lemma 1 to show that -V~p(c)p(P;,cn)p (P', C')~ñ (??-+1OO /P(~))9(~> c)~'> where J' < 1 + C'n-lilo, for some constant c'. By the conditions on p(P), n-lilm/p(P)~2-3P, and any such class contributes at most a 2-3@A' fraction of @(P, C). If p(C') < 2-n'"00 then similar reasoning shows that v(.P', C')~2-3@q(P, C)A
In each case any such class contributes at most a 2-3fl(l + O(n-*)) fraction of pairs in @(P, C).
Since there are at most 2P such classes, a$ < 2-26(1 + O(n-*)) < 2-P-1 < 7(P, C)/2°, as required. The following lemma ensures that the strategy is always able to execute Step 2; that is, it guarantees the existence an appropriate hi-partition of the path length. 7L(P, C), 7R(P, C), and Corollary 2, we know:
Therefore, ZL7L(P, C) + 1R7R(P, C)= J7(P, C)(l * o(n-*))
217(R C)A
where A~1 -Cn-lllo, for some constant c.
First try !L = 11/2j . If both 7L(P, C) and 7~(P, C) are at leut (1 -l/k)y(P, C) then we are done. Otherwise one of them is smaller, say 7L(P, C) < (1 -l/k)7(.P, C). Now consider the smallest iL > 2/2 such that the average quality 7L(P, C) > (1 -l/k)7(P, C). We will show that lR 2 l/4k and 7R(P, C)~(1 -l/k)7(P, C).
From our construction of ZL and JR, lL(l-1/k)7(P, C)+l+(/-lL)7R(P, C)~17(P, C)A, where the +1 term compensates for the discreteness of IL. Since J z 4k and 7(P, C) > 1/2 we have 1< Z?(P, C)/2k. Using this substitution and collecting like terms in the above inequality we have
Thus~R(P, C) > (1 -l/k)7(P, C).
Using 7R(P, C) S 1, lR = z -lL, and 7(P, c)1
Therefore 1< 3k(l + l/k)lR < 4klR, and so lRl /4k as required. CI
Step 4a is necessary for relating path qualities weighted by the contribution of the paths to v'L(~, C) to the average quality of the path set.
Lemma 7 Let p(P) z 4n-1/lw be the path set density, p(C) z 2-n'"00 be the coloring set density, and TL(P, C) > 1/2 be the protocol quality on the left side just prior to Step 4a of the lower bound strategy, and p(P'), 7L(P', C) be the subsequent density and quality. Then, p(P')~p(P)/2 and 7L(~', c)~7L(P, C)(l -O(n-*)).
Proof
More specifically,
Step 4a does the follow- (1 -en-+).
However, according to the definition of P>,
which is a cent radiction, Similarly, we can arg~e that P> = {p~P :
Thus p(p> UP<) < 2n-1/100, and p(P'); (P) -"2n-1/loo > p(P)/2.
Since either p(P') or p(.P\P')~n-lllOO, where P\P' = P< u P2, we can apply Lemma 1 to derive the following:
C) is lowest when the eliminated paths have perfect qua.My. Hence, from which we get
The next lemma precisely quantifies the increase in qufllty-and decrease in set density-due to
Step 4b's restriction of the input to the high quality paths in the low density set formed in Step 3.
Step 4b is the only way the lower bound strategy increases average quality, and the increase is enough that
Step 4 has a net gain in quality. Thus, as 7
increases, more and more paths have high qudlty on both sides, and eventually the path set will meet the termination conditions for
Step 4.
Lemma 8 Let P(P)~n-ljlOO, P(C)~2-"'"00, and 7L(P, C) > 1/2 be the path set density, coloring set density, and protocol qufllty on the left side just prior to step 4b of the lower bound strategy, and let p(P') and 7L(p', C) be the subsequent path set density and per-path left protocol qufllty.
Then, (a) p(P') z p(P)/2k and for all p' G P',
> p(P)/(2 log(') (k))2, where log(i) is the i-fold iteration of log.
Proof Part (a):
Because the contribution to 9L(P, C) is about the same for each path after
Step 4a, the contribution to~L(P, C) by any sub- and therefore CY~l/2k. 0
Note that at this point we are no longer concerned wit h decreases in y; we have achieved a high minimum per-path quality. The remaining substeps of Step 4 make sure that all reduced input path-coloring pairs will contain exactly one dichromatic edge and will originate from an initial path-coloring pair that is vdld and of high quality.
Step 4C anticipates condition 1 of Lemma 4 by eliminating those paths whose left subpath is not the left subpath of sufficiently many paths. Furthermore, the density of the stems is high following this step.
Lemma 9 Let P(P) 2 3n-11100 be the path set density quahty just prior to Step 4C of the lower bound strategy, and lXP1/lXl be the subsequent density of the stems. Then, lXP1/lXl~p(P)/2.
Proof By definition, ll?~l~(1 -12/n) lX]lYl z
(1-n-112)lXllYl, where the factor accounts for the possibility of common vertices in X and Y. Therefore, before
Step 4c, IF'1~p(P)(l -n-J12)lXllYl.
Since each stem not in IXPI contributes at most n 'llloolll paths to P, the total number of removed paths is at most n 'lllOOIXllll. The total number of remaining paths is less than IXPI IYI so we have IXPI]YI + n-l/lOOIXllYl~p(P)(l -n-112)lXllYl. Now we let P'" be the set of stems of paths in P", and C' be the set of colorings of C" restricted to the set 2)'. We clearly have p'(P'") z lXP1/(51Xl), p(C)/J~p'(C')~p(C)~and for all p~P'", 7(P) c')fP(P, c') z JYlcnl lp(c)~x/2*' z rt'lcn, lp(c')A2A'/2i'.
We now let P' be th~se paths p < P'" such that 9(P, c') = (1*0(~-m)) l'14C')lCn/l/2~', analogous to Steps 4a and 6. Then according to Lemma 7, p(P')~p(P'''2/2~lXpl/(lOIXl), and we derive that for all paths p c P',~(p, C)~I'A", for some
We now summarize the effects of the lower bound In each round P(C) declines by a factor of 2-3P in
Step 1 and by easily no more than a factor of 2 both for each iteration of Step 4 and for Step 7.
7(P, C) declines by a factor of (1 -l/k) in Step 2, a single factor of (1 -8/k) due to Steps 3 and 4b, and a factor of (1 -O(n-A )) each for Steps 6 and 4d-for a total decline per round of at most a (1 -10/k) factor. From Lemma 12 we know 7( f', C)
increases by a factor of (1 + l/2k) per iteration of
The path length 1 is shortened by a factor of 4k both for each iteration of Step 4 and for Step 7. u
We are now in a position to determine the number~of bits sent per round, constraints on the length 1 of the paths, and the maximum number t of rounds possible according to the lower bound strategy.
In the following lemma we are able to obtain a bound on the total number of times the quality-increasing loop of Step 4 is executed, which allows us to bound the total decrease in path length in terms of t and k. Lemma 14 Let /3~& log n, n1i200~[0 <
(1/2)nl@o , where 10is the initial path length, 40 s _ & log n/ log log n, and the initial protocol k< quality be 3/4, Then, for t < k/35, after t rounds of the strategy, if
Step 4 is iterated a total of y times, the following hold: p(.P) z n-11200, p(C Thus the tot al number of bits communicated must be more than t~= Q(log2 n/ log log n).
In the calculations of Lemmas 12,13, and 14, the most important factors influencing the value of k are the decrease in path length by a factor of 4k in
Steps 2 and 4e, and the decrease in path set density by a factor of 2k in Step 4b. By applying part (b)
of Lemma 6 we can show that the total decrease in path length over the course of the strategy is at most 20(k) rather than k"(~). By using the thresh- 
